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June 2016 

Ecosystems was a themed zone funded by the Wellcome Trust, and was a zone specifically for Primary Schools. 

Vincent is a PhD student who uses maths to look at how species move within their environment, Luis researches the 

interaction between oil spills and marine sediments like beaches and the seabed and Joe is a biologist who studies 

animals with the aim of protecting them and educating people as to why we need nature. Joanna is a zoologist who 

studies how animals interact with their environment and Hannah researches animals that live on our sea shores and 

makes sure they are protected. All the scientists were very good at adapting their answers and describing their work 

in ways to engage younger students, and the live chats were lively and fun. This was a quiet zone with a lower than 

average number of questions approved and live chats booked. 
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Scientist  
Profile 

views 
Position 

Joanna 

Bagniewska 
683 Winner 

Hannah Grist 427 2nd 

Vincent Keenan 419 3rd 

Luis Perez 

Calderon 
355 4th 

Joe Nunez Mino 449 5th 

Scientist activity 

19% 

27% 

25% 

20% 

9% 

Answers 

27% 

37% 

24% 

10% 

2% 
Lines of Live Chat 

* Widening participation schools, as defined at  http://about.imascientist.org.uk/2016/widening-participation-2016 
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Popular topics 

The majority of questions were about 

animals. Students wanted to know about the 

scientists’ favourite animals, the weirdest 

animals, the most dangerous animals, the 

biggest animals and the most surprising 

animals. This linked closely with questions to 

the scientists about their jobs, such as asking 

Hannah about the different types of 

creatures she has found on the beach, and 

asking Joanna about the different groups she 

has talked to about animals. There were also 

questions about more general aspects of 

their jobs, such as what they find challenging within their work, and who inspired them to become a scientist. 

Students showed concern for the environment, and asked about how global warming and pollution is affecting the 

earth and different wildlife. There were questions about which animals have become extinct, and what scientists are 

doing to save endangered animals from becoming extinct in the future. 

There were some off topic questions, as students showed an interest in the world around them and asked questions 

like ‘Why do my eyes change colour after I cry?’ and ‘Why do we hiccup?’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PAGE VIEWS ECOSYSTEMS 

 ZONE 

JUNE ‘16 

ZONES 

AVERAGE 

Total zone 13,272 21,638 

ASK page 970 1,582 

CHAT page 1,523 2,737 

VOTE page 805 1,369 

 ECOSYSTEMS  

ZONE 

JUNE ‘16 

ZONES 

AVERAGE 

IAS 2012-16 
AVERAGE 

Schools 11 13 10 

Students logged 

in 325 429 364 

% of students 
active in ASK, 
CHAT or VOTE 

88% 89% 85% 

Questions asked 340 563 704 

Questions 

approved 154 253 303 

Answers given 280 550 554 

Comments 33 47 79 

Votes 173 327 288 

Live chats 16 21 15 

Lines of live chat 4,651 6,422 5,049 

Average lines per 
live chat 291 304 329 

Keywords with ‘animal’ taken out Keywords with ‘animal’ left in 

Keywords from live chats in the zone, size of the word represents its popularity 

Key figures from the Ecosystems Zone and the averages of the June zones 
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    “Are there fish capable    

    of breathing on both  

    land and in water?” 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
  “Have you ever hurt  
   yourself because of 
   your job?” 

 
 

Example  
Questions 

(click for 
links) 

 
     “Do you make  

       potions?” 

“Do you believe that the 

harmful effects that 

global warming has had 

on this world can be 

reversed?” 

“How spiky can a 

hedgehog be?” 

 

“What is the 

weirdest animal 

you’ve ever found on 

the beach?” 

“Why do leaves never 

look the same shape?” 

“Could animals be the 

cure to our health 

problems in any way?” 

 

“Do you work at sea? 

And if so is there a 

kind of shark that’s 

friendly?” 

“What is the difference 

between a human’s brain 

and an animal’s brain in 

size and knowledge?” 

“What animals sun 

burn, are there any?” 

    
   
 
 
   “Why do we 
    get hiccups?” 

 

“Are there any 

certain animals that 

you’d like to interact 

with?” 

“Does fat differ between 

boys and girls as they 

grow up?” 

“Why did you become 

interested in science?” 

“Why is the 

coral reef 

dying?” 

“What animal has 

surprised you the 

most?” 

“Do you think there is any 
way humans could adapt 
animal features to make 
life easier e.g hollow 
bones like birds?” 

 

“Do you believe in the 

big bang theory?” 

Keywords of questions approved in the zone, length of bar represents frequency of use 
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Examples of good engagement 

The scientists were all good at engaging with the students, and Hannah especially was able to connect with them and 

make them laugh through telling stories about her work. 

 

“What’s the strangest thing you have found on your beach studies?” – Student  

 

“The strangest thing was probably a sea squirt: it looks like a blob of snot, but is the animal on the beach that 

is most closely related to humans...” – Hannah, scientist 

 

“Plenty of laughs about blobs of snot!” – Teacher 

 

“How many times have you got injured?” – Student 

 

“I've been injured a few times, but never badly. Mainly I fall over a lot because I get excited and don't look 

where I am going. I did once fall off a boat into the water, which was incredibly cold!” – Hannah, scientist 

Students were interested in the scientists’ lives and often bonded over discussing their favourite animals and pets. 

 

“What is your favourite reptile?”– Student  

 

“My favourite reptile? It has to be the Leopard Gecko, only because we have one that lives in our office, 

Randy.” – Vincent, scientist 

 

“What colour is Randy?”– Student  

 

“He is yellow with dark spots on his back and has a white underbelly!”– Vincent, scientist 

 

Scientist winner: Joanna Bagniewska 

Joanna’s plans for the prize money: “I will publish a book with the answers to your most 
interesting questions. It would be a book where kids don’t just get textbook information, but 
answers to questions that they have a genuine interest in.” Read Joanna’s thank you 
message. 

Student winner: TheHappyHamburger04 

For great engagement during the event, this student will receive a gift voucher and a certificate.  

Feedback  

We’re still collecting feedback from teachers, students and scientists but here are a few of the comments made 

during the event… 

 

 

 

“I learnt that not all 

scientists are people in lab 

coats they are really fun 

people!” – Student  

“Just wanted to say how much the pupils had enjoyed the chat 

this year, they were so excited beforehand and a number of 

parents commented on the increased discussions at home or 

on greeting their child from school around the answers which 

the scientists had provided.” – Teacher 
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